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Abstract 
A token is a thing serving as a visible or tangible representation of a fact, quality, feeling. Hwa                  

Chong Institution presents tokens at different events, and the repetitive nature of this action can               

make it mundane. As of now, solutions are either time-consuming and expensive, or unoriginal              

and mass-produced. This may result in guests feeling unsatisfied or perceiving that HCI is              

insincere. Hence, this project is to find a novel, innovative token using engineering science              

concepts. After much evaluation, thinking, and discussion, a coaster set was made. This consists              

of laser-cut wooden coasters that are lacquered, put into a brown 3D-printed log coaster holder               

with red 百年树人 on one side and a programmed micro:bit that shows an “I♥HC” animation.               

The coasters provide use to the receiver, such as in daily household for putting hot objects, the                 

holder giving the set a more aesthetic look, while the micro:bit allows the set to be more                 

interactive. A light-brown micro:bit case is also printed to protect the micro:bit. All features in               

this token are unique, useful to the user, yet the token is relatively easier to produce, especially                 

given a school environment, and less time-consuming compared to the existing solutions. The             

result of this project is that it has been shown that a better token can be given to HCI guests.                    

Possible areas for improvement include a user manual to explain how to change the batteries,               

more efficient ways of producing the token and exploring how to customize the token further. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem identification and definition 

The school has been giving the same few gifts over the past year. In some cases, the guests may                   

receive the same gift again. This could be very unoriginal and boring and may leave a bad                 

impression on the guests. Thus, it is of utmost importance to show our sincerity. The gift has to                  

be unique and special, not mass-produced, and representative of Hwa Chong Institution. Our gift              

is for an individual like Guests of Honours or Principals representing other schools. Our goal is                

to show sincerity, encourage the speaker to come back again, whilst maintaining a good              

relationship with the speaker.  

 

Fig 1.1 and 1.2 Photos of HCI token/gift-giving at events 

 

1.2 Information gathering on the problem situation 

1.2.1 Background research 

Currently, the school will get the students from the Art Elective Programme to paint artworks or                

other gifts for the guests. According to an admin in Kong Chian Admin Centre, the gifts given to                  

Guests of Honours last year were A3 or A4 sizes of painting drawn by Ah Guo (阿果), which                  

were in line with Hwa Chong’s 100th Anniversary. Other tokens that are given to Guests of                

Honours or partners include thumb drives, notebooks and pens. For 2019 and 2020 till March,               

Hwa Chong Institution is giving out 100th Anniversary towels and pouches to our partners and               

Guests of Honours.  
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Fig 1.3 百年钟声 by 阿果 Fig 1.4 志向高远 by 阿果 

However, the amount of special events that are representative of the school, of which the design                

of the gift can be based on is limited. Besides, most of the items given out now are                  

mass-produced or clichéd such as flowers and painting without any representation of Hwa             

Chong’s school values such as Win-Win or 自强不息. Thus, we need to incorporate our school               

values into our design, to better represent Hwa Chong to the guests. 
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2 Solution design 

2.1 Identification and definition of solution design 

2.1.1 Establishment of solution design criteria 

Our project aims to provide a special gift for any guest of honour of HCI next year. Every guest                   

coming to HCI will be presented a gift, and our gift for them must be unique and different, as                   

there can be no mass production at all. Furthermore, the gift must be symbolic of our school that                  

can also show our sincerity. Our gift has to be durable and useful such that the guest will                  

constantly use the gift in his/her everyday life. It must be a personal level gift to people like                  

speakers, alumni. Teachers are representatives of another school, and cannot receive the gift             

directly, as it cannot be from organization to organization.  

 

Also, the gift cannot have any negative connotations or any negative meaning that the gift can be                 

interpreted as. According to Chinese superstition, saying 'giving a clock' (送钟 sòng zhōng)             

sounds exactly like the Chinese words for 'attending a funeral ritual' (送终 sòng zhōng). It is bad                 

luck to gift clocks or watches. On top of that, clocks and watches also symbolize the running out                  

of time. This is especially true for seniors. We came up with 10 ideas while brainstorming, and                 

decided to eliminate some ideas and shortlisted it to 3 ideas. These 3 ideas include a coaster idea,                  

a snow globe idea, and a foldable painting box.  

1) Snow globe 

Some advantages of the snow globe are that it is affordable and is useful as it can be used                   

as a paperweight. One disadvantage is that it is difficult to manufacture and thus difficult               

to incorporate Arduino. 

 

Fig 2.1.1 Snow Globe 
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2) Coasters 

Some advantages of the coaster are that it is extremely useful to the guest, and can be                 

used to hold hot and cold drinks. It is also easier to design the coaster and can laser cut                   

meaningful symbols and messages onto the coasters to make it more decorative. One             

disadvantage of the coasters is that without a stand, it would take up a lot of space and                  

cannot be kept. 

  

Fig 2.1.2 Coasters 

 

3) Painting box 

Some advantage of the painting box is that it is decorative and symbolic as Hwa Chong                

paintings can be used.  However, it does not have any practical use and is only aesthetics. 

 

Fig 2.1.3 Painting  
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Criteria→ 

Ideas↓ 

Cost 

 

Usability Durability Feasibility Total 

Snow Globe 1 2 2 3 8 

Coasters 3 3 3 2 11 

Foldable Painting Box 2 1 1 1 5 

*3 being the most desirable, 1 being the least desirable 

Fig 2.2  Decision Making Matrix 

 

We have evaluated our ideas based on the cost, the usability, the durability and the feasibility. In                 

the end, we have decided to implement the coasters idea for our project. 

 

2.1.2 Solution design proposal 

Since the coaster idea included both the coasters and a stand to go together with it, we decided to                   

do different interpretations.  

 

Coasters 

   

Fig 2.3 Original Coaster Designs 
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For our coasters, we decided to use math polar equations using symbolic equations to design the                

coasters, using Desmos, an online graphing calculator, and Inkscape, a vector graphics editor, to              

add the HCI logo and HCI mottos such as ‘自强不息’，’己立立人，己达达人’ (not shown in             

Fig 2.3) laser cut onto the coasters, to uniquely represent Hwa Chong.  

 

After much planning and debating, we decided to use 9cm x 9cm rounded coasters. Also,               

regarding our wood material, we researched on softwood and hardwood. Hardwood has a high              

density, fire and decay-resistant, and easy to maintain. However, it is very expensive and hard to                

cut into. Softwood, on the other hand, is easy to cut, inexpensive and resistant to insects.                

However, it has a low density, not resistant to fire, not decay-resistant, and difficult to maintain.                

In the end, we decided to use Medium Density Fibre (MDF) wood (see Fig 2.4), for the laser                  

cutter since it is suitable for laser cutting and readily available in the Science Resource Centre.                

We tried to laser cut two designs first, as a prototype, as shown below in Fig 2.5. 

 

Fig 2.4 Pictures of -DF wood (Low, Medium, High from left to right) 

 

 

Fig 2.5 Pictures of cut original designs (lacquered) 
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The coasters are made of wood, and are not waterproof and would not be able to serve as a                   

coaster on its own, thus we decided to spray and brush lacquer onto them. Lacquer is a liquid that                   

dries to form a hard, waterproof, protective coating for wood, metal and other materials. 

There were many trials conducted to test for the best way to make the coaster completely                

protected. On one hand, having more layers of lacquer would better protect the coasters, but it                

would make the surface feel too plasticky, ruining the natural wood surface texture of the               

coasters. However, applying fewer layers of lacquer might not be sufficient to protect the              

coasters from water damages despite being more able to preserve the original wood texture.              

After several test runs, it was decided that every side has at the very least 3 applications of                  

lacquer. Figure 2.6 shows our testing coaster. We did not lacquer the sides and dipped it into                 

some water, which causes water to seep in through the unprotected sides.  

 

As for the actual application of the lacquer, there were two choices- spray and brush. The spray                 

allowed for thinner (and hence, quicker drying) layers of lacquer, but was not very reliable due to                 

how the lacquer would not be perfectly evenly spread. The alternative was brushing. This was               

more time-consuming in terms of applying and drying but could be spread more precisely. We               

decided to put masking tape on the front and the back sides of the coasters while brushing the                  

other sides to prevent the lacquer from flowing to the front/back. This decision was also done                

because we found it difficult to aim and spray the lacquer on the other sides which had a smaller                   

surface area. Once the other sides were done, the front and back sides would be sprayed and left                  

to dry. 

 

 Fig 2.6 and 2.7 The brand of lacquer we used and the tested coaster 
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Coaster Stand/Holder 

  

Fig 2.8 Tree 1 Fig 2.9 Tree 2 

  

Fig 2.10.1 Tree 3 Fig 2.10.2 Tree 3 with Coasters (Red) 

 

For our coaster stand, we wanted it to be in the shape of a tree, to represent十年树木，百年树                 

人 (it takes ten years to nurture a tree, but a hundred years to train a man). Fig 2.7 shows a tree                      

design remixed from the Tinkercad library. Fig 2.8 was made using the built-in tree generator in                

Tinkercad. Fig 2.9.1 shows a tree design created using Tinkercad using cylinders of different              

sizes for the trunk and branches. Fig 2.9.2 shows the design in Fig 2.9.1 but with the coasters                  

added in. However, 3D printing the tree design would need a lot of supports. The tree would also                  

be extremely unstable. Thus, we decided to do a log design instead. 

 

Arduino 

Initially, we decided to implement the idea of Arduino to our project to further decorate our                

token. Arduino is an open-source hardware and software company, project and user community             
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that designs and manufactures single-board microcontrollers and microcontroller kits for          

building digital devices. The Arduino board can be programmed through text-based coding.            

There are many features of the Arduino board, such as LED lights. An Arduino Uno set                

including items such as the Breadboard and resistors was loaned from the Science Research              

Centre to try, learn and brainstorm the uses of the Arduino. 

 

Fig 2.11 Image of an Arduino Uno 

 

2.2 Application of specific content knowledge in solution design 

There are several scientific principles behind our solution design. We used the concept of polar               

curves to create designs that resemble flowers for our coasters. A polar curve is a shape                

constructed using the polar coordinate system. Polar curves are defined by points that are a               

variable distance from the origin (the pole) depending on the angle measured off the positive               

x-axis. Polar curves can describe familiar Cartesian shapes such as ellipses as well as some               

unfamiliar shapes such as cardioids and lemniscates. This allowed us to create shapes with              

imaginary “petals” and a “centre”.  

 

Fig 2.12 Polar Curves 
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We also used curve stitching, also known as string art or pin and thread art. It is characterized by                   

an arrangement of coloured thread strung between points to form geometric patterns or             

representational designs such as a ship's sails, sometimes with other artist material comprising             

the remainder of the work. This was applied in the leaf design, where two stitched curves                

surrounded a space which represents the leaf. 

 

Fig 2.13 Curve Stitching 

 

We had also used a Fibonacci sequence, a sequence where each number is the sum of the 2                  

preceding ones. The sequence is often found in nature like the number of petals. Examples of                

flowers that have petals following the Fibonacci sequence are the iris, which has 3 petals and the                 

parnassia which has 5 petals. Thus, we tried to follow this rule when designing the flowers. 

 

Fig 2.14 Fibonacci Sequence Spiral 

 

We also used the laser cutter at the SRC Physics Lab. Laser cutting is a technology that uses a                   

laser to slice materials, in this case, to cut MDF wood to make our coasters. The 3D printer was                   

also used. 3D printing, or additive manufacturing, is the construction of a three-dimensional             

object from a CAD model or a digital 3D model. The extruder melted the PLA filament and                 
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layered the filament to form whatever design we wanted. The laser cutter works by directing the                

output of a high-power laser most commonly through optics, with the focused laser beam              

directed at the material, which then either melts, burns, vaporizes away, or is blown away by a                 

jet of gas, leaving an edge with a high-quality surface finish. 

 

 

Fig 2.15 3D printer and laser cutter 
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3 Results & Discussion 
3.1 Testing/Implementation of solution design 

3.1.1 Testing of solution design 

 

Coaster Designs 

The old coasters (see Figure 2.3) designs were 10cm by 10cm, which would have been too big to                  

fit in the guest’s hands. The old coasters also had corners, which might have been too sharp. This                  

could have caused the guest poking or cutting their finger on the corners of the coasters. As for                  

the mathematical designs, some were asymmetrical, or too complicated, which would cause the             

wood to burn up when laser cutting, or too simple. Besides, the number of petals, for the flower                  

designs, did not adhere to the Fibonacci Sequence, hence making them seem unnatural, which is               

not what we were trying to achieve. 

 

In the new coaster designs (see Figure 3.1), we reduced the size of the coasters to 9cm by 9cm so                    

they can fit in one’s hands, and added rounded corners to prevent the guest from poking or                 

cutting their fingers. Also, the designs were not too complicated or too simple, meaning it was                

suitable for the laser cutter to cut. The improved designs also mostly adhered to the Fibonacci                

Sequence, meaning the flower was representative of nature. The description of each design is              

below. 

 

Flower 1 

 

Flower 1 Design 1 

 

Flower 1 Design 2 
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Flower 2 

 

Flower 2 Design 1 

 

Flower 2 Design 2 

 

Flower 3 

 

Flower 3 Design 1 

 

Flower 3 Design 2 

 

Leaf 1 

 

Leaf 1 Design 1 

 

Leaf 1 Design 2 

Fig 3.1 Final Coaster Designs 

 

Numbers used: 

100: HCI Centennial in 2019 

21 and 3: HCI Founder’s Day 21st March 

19: HCI founding year 1919 

These numbers represent special HCI days/years. All the numbers were used in our designs. 

 

Flower 1 

This flower is generated using an equation that uses HCI numbers. A number from the Fibonacci                

sequence is used for the number of petals. 
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The equation for the petal design is as follows: 

cos(1.9θ .3θ) .1r = 3 − 0 1.9 + 2  

The circle in the centre: 

.41x2 + y2 = 4  

Flower 1 Design 1  

This design comprises of the HCI logo and the 己立立人，己达达人 motto. 

Flower 1 Design 2  

This design comprises of the HCI logo and the 锐意改革，优质教育 motto. 

 

Flower 2  

The 5 petal flower design is generated using an equation that uses HCI numbers. A number from                 

the Fibonacci sequence is also used for the number of petals. 

The equation for the design is as follows: 

(  ) sin(5θ )]r = 2 + [ 2
1 × 3 2 + 3  

Flower 2 Design 1 

This design comprises of the HCI logo and the 饮水思源 motto 

Flower 2 Design 2 

This design comprises of  the HCI logo and the 自强不息 motto 

 

Flower 3  

The flower design is an equation that uses HCI numbers and Fibonacci sequence for the number                

of petals. 

− 0 cos(1.9θ .3θ) 2.1 .3 )r = 1 − 0 1.9+3 − ( − 0 × 2  

Flower 3 Design 1 

This design comprises the HCI logo and the  己立立人，己达达人 motto. 

Flower 3 Design 2 

This design comprises of the HCI logo and the 积极了学，善思敏行 motto. 
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Leaf 1 

The leaf design uses curve stitching to create a web-like pattern out of a set of HCI numbers. 

The equations/setup is as follows: 

1, .., 0]a = [ . 1  

1, .., 0]b = [ . 1  

0− y + 1 = a + ax
a−11  

−− y = b + b−11
b(x−10)  

Leaf 1 Design 1 

This design has the HCI logo and the  饮水思源 motto 

Leaf 1 Design 2 

This design has the HCI logo and the  自强不息 

 

Coaster Stand Design 

At first, we wanted the coaster stand to be in the shape of a tree, to represent十年树木，百年树                 

人 (it takes ten years to nurture a tree, but a hundred years to train a man). The tree designs are                     

shown in Figures 2.6-2.9. However, 3D printing the tree design would need a lot of supports.                

The tree would also be extremely unstable. Thus, we decided to do a log design instead. 
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Fig 3.3 Tinkercad Log Design 

  

Fig 3.4.1 Log Design 1 Fig 3.4.2 Log Design 1 with Supports 

(Green) 

  

Fig 3.5.1 Log Design 2 Fig 3.5.2 Log Design 2 with Supports 

(Green) 
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Fig 3.6.1 Log Design 3 Fig 3.6.2 Log Design 3 with Supports 

(Green) 

  

Fig 3.7.1 Final Log Design Fig 3.7.2 Final Log Design with 

Supports (Green) 

  

Fig 3.8 micro:bit Case Fig 3.9 3D 百年树人 

 

The original log design in Figure 3.4 had no texture, so it did not look like a log. We looked for                     

log designs on Thingiverse and remixed these designs to suit our product.  

Figure 3.5.1 shows our first log design. This design was rejected as it was too cylindrical and                 

would require a lot of supports to be printed, as shown in Figure 3.5.2. The log also does not                   

have a flat base and would roll. Thus, it is unsuitable to hold coasters and it will defeat the                   

purpose of a coaster stand. 

Figure 3.6.1 shows our second log design. This design required less supports to be printed               

because it is wider at the bottom of the design, as shown in Figure 3.6.2. However, the roots                  
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might cause the design to be interpreted as a fallen tree, which could mean death and negatively                 

affect the guest. Thus, it is unsuitable as it could have a negative connotation. 

Figure 3.7.1 shows our third log design with the roots cut off. We also cut off the other edge so                    

we can attach the micro:bit on one side and the words 百年树人 on the other. As shown in                  

Figure 3.7.2, this design needs almost no supports to be printed. We changed the size of this                 

design a few times so that the stand would be proportionate to the coasters. However, we needed                 

a place to attach the micro:bit’s battery pack to the coaster stand. 

Figure 3.8.1 shows our final log design, with a hole cut into the side of the log for the micro:bit’s                    

battery pack. Figure 3.9 shows the case for the micro:bit and Figure 3.10 shows the 3D百年树                

人. 

As for the 3D printing, we had two options for filament, either plastic PLA or wood PLA which                  

had sawdust and other wooden components integrated into the filament. The plastic PLA is more               

reliable because the thickness of the filament is uniform throughout and it has a plasticky feel.                

The wood PLA is less reliable because the thickness of the filament is not uniform throughout                

but it has a nice wooden feel which is in line with the log theme. Another set of options was how                     

to print the base. We could either print directly on the 3D printer, meaning removing the initial                 

print would be more difficult although the texture is preserved, or put masking tape, meaning the                

base will be smooth, easy to remove, however, this will increase the risks of warping. Warping                

occurs due to material shrinkage while 3D printing, which causes the corners of the print to lift                 

and detach from the build plate. When plastics are printed, they firstly expand slightly but               

contract as they cool down. If material contracts too much, this causes the print to bend up from                  

the build plate. 

We decided to print the micro:bit case in a beige-brown wood filament, the 百年树人 in a red                 

plastic filament, and then the log in a dark brown plastic filament. All of these prints did not use                   

the masking tape method. 

 

Arduino/micro:bit 

We encountered many problems while trying to use the Arduino. The set we loaned from the                

Science Research Centre was extensive, having virtually everything we needed. However, a            
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downside was that to set up the Arduino within our design, many loose wires have to be soldered                  

and space for these wires have to be accommodated for inside the 3D-printed log. If we do not                  

use soldering, a breadboard will have to be used (see Figure 3.10). The breadboard will allow                

electronic components to be easily inserted into holes, but it is extremely bulky. Coding is also                

text-based, which is more difficult to learn and utilise. Thus, we felt that the Arduino, although                

more powerful in terms of coding capabilities, could not give us what we wanted, which was                

something like a lights show. 

 

Fig 3.10 Breadboard 

Thus, we decided to opt for another option that is similar to Arduino, but more efficient, smaller                 

in size, and easier for the guest to operate, which is the micro:bit. 

 

Fig 3.11 Picture of a micro:bit 

The micro:bit is open-source hardware that can be coded to display some features such as the                

LED lights. A micro:bit set was loaned from the Makerspace. This set is called a Grove micro:bit                 

set.  
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Fig 3.12 and 3.13 micro:bit Digital Explorer Pack: Trekking the Grove and Tembusu board 

 

This set includes many sensors and attachments, such as extra LEDs and motors. However, all               

require the use of the Tembusu board to connect to the micro:bit, but this would be bulky, so we                   

discarded this idea, choosing to just make use of the basic abilities of the micro:bit instead. 

 

We have used the micro:bit LED screen to show the phrase “I♥HC”, representing Hwa Chong.               

The micro:bit has two buttons, button A and button B (shown above), and when button A is                 

pressed, it will show the above phrase on loop forever until button B is pressed, which will turn                  

the animation off. 

 

 

Fig 3.14 and 3.15 Final micro:bit code and battery pack put into log cross-section 
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The 3D design was then edited to accommodate for the battery pack, giving just enough space                

for the battery pack to be removed, while the micro:bit inside a case is attached to the sides to                   

form the final product. (see Figure 3.16) 

 

Fig 3.16 All components together 

3.2 Analysis of the solution design based on testing/implementation process 

3.2.1 Analysis of solution design and redesign 

Our final product is made of 8 coasters with a log stand and a micro bit that displays the phrase                    

“I ♥ HC”. It is a unique gift that can not be found anywhere else and it is representative of the                     

school.  

We have utilised software such as Inkscape and Desmos to create and decorate the coasters and                

have used Tinkercad and Flashforge Creator Pro for the log. Each set of coasters are unique and                 

are different from each other. There are also different base designs such as flowers and leaf                

design.  
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4 Conclusion 
4.1 Implications 

This project has shown that it is possible to create a unique and special token for HCI guests                  

using engineering science concepts. Through this project, we have created a gift that can be               

given to HCI guests that is representative of the school and can be useful for the guest. We had                   

accomplished this by using software such as Inkscape and Tinkercad to make and decorate our               

design. Infused in our gift are the values that every student in Hwa Chong has. Besides, our                 

product is unique and one of a kind.  

Possible further work will include increasing the number of decorations that would make the              

product more attractive and more representative of the school and the schools’ values that every               

student has. 

 

4.2 Recommendations 

In the future, we would have to 3D print the full log as we cannot do it currently due to time                     

constraints and the print taking 36 hours long. We would also need to write a ‘manual’ or a ‘user                   

guide’ to explain the meaning behind the designs, our project process, and how to operate the                

micro:bit. 

To improve our product, we could add more aesthetics to further decorate the log, add more                

coasters designs to better represent Hwa Chong. We can also improve the colour of the filament                

and give options for variable sizes of the log. We can also increase the number of functions or                  

attachments that the micro:bit have. 
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